
BUSINESS PLAN FOR DRIVE THRU COFFEE SHOP

Starting a drive-thru coffee shop seems like an easy win, but they need proper or building your shop from scratch,
building a solid business plan and following.

I'm not sure the business concept is mature enough yet for there to be drive thru premises for rental, so it's
likely that buildings would have to be bought or converted. Attractive Drive-Thru Coffee Shop. It also impacts
your budget. On average in the United States, coffee drinkers consumer 3. The lure, the very appeal, of
opening and setting up a coffee stand, is that it is a small building and a modest-enough investment that the
would-be coffee stand owner somehow convinces himself or herself that no real planning is needed to be
done. Training people how to fill the portafilters with the proper dose of espresso, regardless of what the
grinder puts out, can save up to 40 shots worth of espresso per day. This may also apply to pre-fabricated
coffee stands or concession trailers. These are generally owner-run, so overheads are limited to your own time,
costs of goods and taxation. We will serve our customers with a drive-thru coffee kiosk that will make this
offering more convenient for our customers and seek to make our community a better place. If you welcome in
your customers, shower them with love and great coffee, they will help spread the word for you! Will your
coffee roaster provide training to you and your baristas? Like most city departments, health and buildings
consultants or representatives are overwhelmed, so have your coffee stand questions ready. Who will be in
charge of marketing? A drive-thru makes some of these time demands, but on a smaller scale. This includes
setting up a budget for your coffee shop. Seriously, buying coffee equipment requires some thought. Will your
menu reflect your branding, your logo, and your coffee stand business name? If you get things right before
launching your drive through coffee business, it will not take you long before you break even and start smiling
to the bank. With any coffee shop business, you would be tied to regular opening hours, on top of which will
be the time devoted to cleaning, maintenance, marketing and administration. By finding the need in your
market and putting your efforts to working the hardest and smartest to meet those needs, your will soon
dominate the coffee business within your target market. Since there are usually two windows, this can create a
problem that slows down the speed of service and creates a struggle for the staff. Since the goal in writing
your business plan is to open a drive-thru coffee shop, the organization of this section is less critical than
someone requiring a few million to launch a business idea. Jeez, make it a party and have fun with it! One,
people like tasty coffee. You will be slowly formulating your coffee stand's mission and vision. However,
having a coffee shop business plan for your coffee business will be critical for your success. Tip Give your
employees perks they wouldn't receive if they worked for a larger chain. In addition, think about practical
matters such as hours of operation; drive-thru coffee bars do not attract many customers late at night. To prove
this, I ran a shift where I required every barista to dump their leftover milk into a 5-gallon bucket. This will
help you approach your rich uncle or figure out how much to ask your investors, bankers, etc.


